Cosmoses - 70s Conversations
The Relation Between Things

1/1-4
'.. the whole of space is filled .. with being.'
Larger and smaller entities of same pattern but with own time,
based on their breath , and separated by time/size 'infinity'
difference of 30,000.
7 Cosmoses ,seen from man's viewpoint as - (above)
man,organic life,earth,solar system,milky way,galaxies and the
universe or All and - (below) man, cells,molecules,atoms,
electrons,photon ,nothing or All.
1/5-7
Equiangular spiral graph ( Fig 1) showing time/size
and , with each whorl , a completed periodic cycle of cosmoses/
worlds. Cosmoses of same order shown along same radial
lines in graph independent of man's position.
1/7-9
Each cosmos with its own universe or All (where its
functional possibilities can be fulfilled) shown in larger spiral
diagram ( Fig 2 ).
1/10-12 Man's functional purpose considered (in Fig 2) :As growing point of guidance for organic life; as potentially
maturing individual seed for special cosmic influences to reach
the earth; as eternal spirit for and from the sun.
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THE RELATION BE'I\'ffiEN THINGS.

How would you study the relation between things - is there
a special way?
- Yes, the doctrine of cosmoses is the way.
- Then how does one begin?
One begins with certain basic ideas - certain principles, on
which the whole thing dependso
Then what are these principles - how can they b:e expressed?
According to the first of these principles, everything in the
universe is alivee

The universe consists of living b:eings, built

on the same pattern as ourselves.
But where do these living beings exist?
They are around us and within us, but they exist on very differEmt
scales o

They are either so much bigger, or else so much smaller

than ourselves that we are unable to comprehend them.
- And can they actually be seen?
Yes 9 certainly.

The smaller ones are within us, bui we in turn

are within the larger beings - they are every-\7here around us.
And they in turn are within larger beings still?
Yesj the whole of space is filled in this way with being.

There

is nowhere any part of the universe that is empty.
- -Jru.t why should these different beings be so difficult to comprehend?
- It is because their time is so different - that is the next
principle.

Each of these different beings has its own time~

- What do you mean, it has its own time?
- Time is breath.

Each of these different beings has its own breath.

You mean it breathes at a different rate than we do?
Yes 7 but do you see the significance of this?
I suppose it would live at a different speed - its whole metabolic
rate would be differento

Tell me, do living beings exist in other parts of the universe?
Most certainly they do.
Then where do these living beings exist, and what are they like?
They are everywhere - around us and within us.
You mean they exert their influence on us, yet cannot be seen?
Most certainly they exert their influence on us, but they are
as real and tangible as we are.
Then what are they actually like?
There are many different orders of beings in the universe.

Cells,

molecules, atoms, galaxies,suns and planets - these are all orders
of beings, built on the same pattern as ourselves.
But surely a galaxy is not a living being?
It certainly is, but you cannot see it.

You cannot see it because

of its time.
How do you mean, because of its time?
Time is breath.

Each of these living beings has its own breath.

You mean a gala~ breathes?
Yes, and a cell too.
nearer to our own.
millions of years.

:But the time of a cell's breath is much

The breath of a galaxy lasts for thousands of
Tb.at is why you cannot see it is alive.

You mean it seems to be frozen, yet it really lives and moves?
Yes, it is really a living being just as we are.
is filled in this way with being.
universe that is empty of life.

The whole of space

There is nowhere any part of the
It is a living universe.

l/2- Yes, that is right.

Not only all its functions, but everythin«

in its experience would be different.

They would be based on

the time of its breath, just as our functions and our experience
are based on the time of our breath.
- But what is the actual difference between one of these beings
and the next?
- The difference is zero to infinity - that is the next principle.
I dent understand what this means.
The larger being is infinite in relation to the smaller bein&,
the smaller does not exist in relation to the larger being - that
is what is meant.

But there are different kinds of infinity.

- You mean this is not the mathematical kind?
- No, it means quite simply that everything is what it is only
within certain limits of size and time.

Extend these limits

beyond a certain point and a thing will change - it will become
something different.
- And that is what you mean by infinity - the point where things
change into something else?
- Yes, this point has an absolute value - within broad liillits it
can be determined.
- Then what is this absolute value?
The value is 30,000 times - approximately.
- Then how many of these different beings are there in the universe?
That is the next principle - the number of different beings is
limited - it is limited to seven ..
:But how can there only be seven?
- It is like a period of dimensions - but not exactly.
- You mean there are seven different beings in each period?
- Yes, there are only seven cosmoses.

After the seventh they

are only repeated - repeated in the next period, so to speak, or
on a different scale.
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- I dont really understand why we cannot see that these different
beings are alive?
- It is because we study and examine them only as if they existed
in our time - in the same time as our own.
universe in this way.

We look at the whole

That is why it appears to be so dull and

mechanical.
Can you give an example of what you mean?
Well, think for a moment about nature, for instance.
breath is 24 hours.

Nature's

This means that a whole day and night is only

a moment in her existence.

The light of the sun in the daytime is

her breathing in, the darkness of night is her breathing out.

As

the earth rotates on its axis the moments go by, from one year's end
to the next.
And all her other experiences correspond?
Yes, her moods, for instance, may last for several weeks, even
perhaps for months.

And her sleeping and waking is the year - the

cycle of summer and winter.

This cycle in its turn is the breathing
in
of the earth, for;¥he earth breathes/
the springtime passes across
~

her surface, bringing with it new life and energy to plants and
living creatures.
And th~ earth, too, has her cycle of sleeping and waking?
Yes, the earth, too, has a day and night, but it is very long.

It

corresponds to the lifetime of nature.
Then all these different cycles are interconnected?
Yes, these cosmic times are like a great chain - a chain of being,
stretching from one end of the universe to the other.
to it all is breath - the time of each being's breath.

:But the key
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- You said there are only seven cosmoses - how far is it possible
to describe what they are like?
Man's breath is about 3 seconds.

- Well, we could begin with man.

Then if you multiply 3 seconds by 30,000 you get the next cosmos?
Yes, you will find it is 24 hours, almost exactly.

Organic life

breathes every 24 hours.
And would the next cosmos be the eGrth?
Yes, or a typical planete

The breath of the earth is a year - ite

orbital time - but some of the planets are much longer.
And what would the next cosmos be?
The next cosmos is .the solar system.

Its breath 1s some two

million years.
And after this?
The milky way, perhaps, or clusters of stars within it.
- And above that?
Island universes, spiral nebuiae, and worlds of that order.
- And is there anythinff larger?
Yes, the universe - the All.
So the universe is the greatest of all cosmoses, and the smallest
cosmos is man?

- We do not know what is c;reatest.

But below man these seven

cosmoses are repeated - they are reflected, as it were, in a
lower period ·of dimensions.
- ~Then man is a reflection of the universe?
- Yes, he is a universe in himself - a microcosm

in which the

macrocosm is reflected.
- And within this microcosm are even smaller cosmoses?
- Yes 1 within manvs body are cells~
- And cells are the second cosmos in the lower period - they
correspond to galaxies and spiral nebulae?
- Yes, who knows, they may well be worlds of a similar kindj but
it is very difficult to tell.

Galaxies are a very long way off.

- And the next cosmos in the lower period - would this be the
molecule?
- Yes, molecules and clusters of stars - they are worlds of the
same order.

They consist

of atoms, held together by invisible

bonds.
- And atoms correspond to stars?
- Yes, atoms are solar systems - there is much that they have
in common.
- And electrons are planets?
Yes, surely.

If you take time into account they are the sameo

But what comes next - what is there below the electron?
T.l:iere are many smaller particles which science has discovered •• c
Yes, but what corresponds to organic life?
It is difficult to say.

Could it perhaps be the photon?

And below that again?
Below that perhaps there is nothing - nothing, that is, from
man's point of view, but to some other cosmos, the All •••••

- I would agree with you that certain aspects of these two periods
seem to correspond, but if they are worlds of the same order in
each period, why are these worlds so enormously different in scale?
- We have to take man's ·viewpoint into account.
cosmos as it really is.

He cannot see each

In one direction he sees things magnified,

as if through a telescope, in the other direction he sees things
reduced, as if through a microscope.
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- And really it is not like that at all?
- It is said that each cosmos is three dimensional for itself.
- Then how~ we learn how to see each cosmos in this way?
- There is a beauti:fu.1 mathematical figure-- the equiangular spiral -

which expresses all this very clearly.
- You mea.n some sort of graph?

- Yes, a graph on polar co-ordinates.

It happens to be the wq

in which certain shells and primitive creatures groo.
Then what do the co-ordinates- mean?

- The angular co-ordinate (movement round the eircle) is time - the

time of each cosmos, its breath.

The radial co-ordinate,

(movement outwards from the centre) is magnitude - the size of
eaoh -0osmos, its linear dimensions.

- And what does the circle itself imply-?

- Ea.oh whorl, ea.eh revolution of the spiral is a period - a completed
cycle of worlds.
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And the period is repeated in each whorl?
Yes, you will find in consequence of this that cosmoses of
the same order lie along the same radius.

They correspond in the

way we have been describing.
- But how does man's viewpoint come into it?
- That is the interesting thing.

The relation of cosmoses shown

on this diagram is independent of man's viewpoint.

Whatever the

position of the observer this relation would remain the same.

But

the diagram also show's man's position - it shows why he sees things
as he does.
How do you mean?
Man is only able to see along the spiral.
caterpillar walking along a branch.

He is like a

If he walks one way things

become smaller and smaller, if he walks the other way things become
larger and larger.
And every step he takes is a new dimension?
Yes, every step of 60 degrees round the circle brings him into
a different world - a world which is so utterly different from his
own that the meaning of everything has changed - simply because
time itself has changed.

- Then are these different worlds on a much higher level than our own?
No, no, it is not a question of level.
higher level than another.

One cosmos is not on a

It is more a question of completeness.

- You mean, the higher a cosmos is in the period of dimensions, the
more complete it will be?
- Yes, it contains the lower cosmoses within it, so it is naturally
more complete.
And the highest cosmos in the period contains them all?
Yes, it contains all the cosmoses in the period below it, and is
itself the growing point of a greater period above it.
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- And this growing point is man

in his relation to the period

above him?
- Yes, but this is only from man's point of view - from his position
in the universe.

To another cosmos, in a different position, the

period would be different.
To the sun, for instance?
The sun, the solar system, contains everything in the period below
it (from atom to sun), and is itself the growing point of a greater
period above it.

But we do not

Y.llOW

where this greater period ends

as you can see from the spiral, it r eaches beyond the limits of
our universe.
- But tell me, if each of the seven cosmoses has a greater period
above it, would this not mean that each has its own universe?
Each in fact does have its own universe.
Then what do you mean by "universe"?
- Universe simply means the All for a given cosmos.

For man, as you

know, the universe has certain limits, but each cosmos has a different
All - it depends on its size and its position. (see Fig 2 , page l/8 )
So the universe we know is only relative to man?
Yes, it contains everything connected with his possibilities - with
his function in each of the worlds above him.
- And another universe would contain all the possibilities of
another cosmos?
- Yes, consider the molecule, for instance.

All the possibilities

of the molecule

all its different functions - are contained in the

period above it.

This period extends to the size of a star cluster,

but nothing beyond that exists.
So the star cluster is

11

.A.ll" for the molecule?

Yes, and its functions are different in each of the worlds below.
- The molecule certainly has definite functions in relation to the cell.
Yes, and others in relation to man, to organic life, to the e~rth, to
the planetary atmospheres and so on.
quite different.

Each of these functions is
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- And if you added all these functions together you would know
what the molecule is for?
- Yes, and the same thin g is true about man.

Man ha s certain

functions in relation to organic life, others in relation to the
earth and the planets, others in relation to the sun, still other s
in relation to the stars and the galaxies.

And all th ese functions

are fulfilled and completed in the All - the universe above him
which he cannot comprehend, because its time is so va stly different
from his own.
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- Then what is man's purpose, his function, in relation to
the different worlds above him?
He has many differen t functions.
But in rela tion to organic life, for instance?
Man is the growing point of organic life.
:But what does this really mean?
Be is the point from which everything in organic life grows
and develops.

If you look at the spiral you will see - as the

cell is to man, so man is to organic life.
- I can see this is true about the cell - that it contains the
pattern from which man develops.

But how can it apply to man?

- Each individual man contains within him a sample of everything
that exists in organic life.

He contains the pattern on which

organic life is ba sed, in the same way that the cell contains the
pattern on which man is based.
But surely organic life does not really grow and develop from man?
Why not?

Man's most obvious purpose is the development of

organic life.
You mean his function is to guide and control it?
- Yes, to help it to realise the possibilities it contains.
And in this sense organic life includes humanity?
Yes, humanity is part of organic life - a very important part.
is like ~he mind, the intelligence of organic life.

It

Without it the

rest of organic life - the animal and plant kingdoms - would be
helpless.

They would ~et out of control and run to seed.

- And when there is so much discord in the world - when humanity is
always at wa r - the rest of organic life has to suffer?
- Yes, it has to suffer, just as our bodies suffer when the mind
is not at peace.
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- And the next world above him - what is man's function in relation
to that?
You mean the earth and the planets?
Yes - has .he a different function on this scale

is it different

from his function in relation to organic life?
For the earth and the planetary world man is like a seed.
How do you mean, he is like a seed?
He is like a seed planted in the earth.

Each individual man

is placed on this earth in a certain environment.

At the same

time he is endowed with certain qualities by the action of the
planets.

If the environment is right, and if the seed is watered

and manured, it will grow and develop, and sooner or later it will
flower and bear fruit.

But no-one can say when this will happen -

it may be one lifetime, or it may be the next.
But what function has he - what is the seed really for?
If it flowers and bears fruit it enables certain influences to
reach the earth - influences which the earth could not receive in
any other way.
- Vlhat kind of influences do you mean?
Influences from the sun and from other worlds beyond.

But each

individual roan is different, and so the number of different influences
is infinite - one cannot say they are precisely of this kind or that.
But why does the earth need these influences?
They are food for the earth - food of a certain kind.

If these

influences were lacking the soul of the earth would suffer - it
would be unable to develop and grow.
- And these influences are different from those which come to the
earth through organic life?
- Yes, organic life is concerned with the development of species, but
these influences are concerned with individual man - with the growth
and development of individuality.
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And has man also a purpose in relation to the sun?
Yes, he has a certain function in relation to the solar system,
on the scale of the solar system as a whole.
- Then how does this differ from his function in relation to
organic life and the earth?
- Man's function on the scale of organic life is connected with
his external activities, his physical achievements and so on.
Man's function on the scale of the earth is connected with his
inner life, his individuality, his
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But man's function on

the scale of the solar system is connected with neither of these,
it is connected with his spirit.
- What do you mean by his spirit?
I mean that part of man which is alway~ there, which never disappears.
You mean it survives death?
Yes, it is always present, whether a person is alive or dead.

Life

comes and goes, but the spirit remains.
I find this difficult to understand ••••
Once a man has been created he exists.

Birth and death are only

a feature of this existence, like night and day.
Then where does the spirit live

has it a certain place?

It is like the sun shining within us - one cannot say it has a
certain place.
And what function has it?
Like the light of the sun it brings consciousness
and bliss.

consciousness

